Recommendations

• Bart Verbeke
Business Process Analyst @ Orange

June 30, 2017, Dorina worked with Bart in the same group

Dorina worked with me on a complex project at Orange. Her mindset and analytical skills were an
eye-opener and allowed us to increase quality and professionalism in our work as analyst. It was
a pleasure to work with a strong and trustworthy personality.
• Jessica De Lange
Project Leader at Orange Belgium

April 20, 2017, Dorina worked with Jessica in the same group

I've worked with Dorina at Orange Belgium, she was our IT Business Analyst on a rather complex
project that aimed at a better eficiency of our internet and TV flows. in a context of a lot stress,
she showed a high capacity of remaining calm, very good listening skills and kept her focus on
the solution rather than the issues. She was a really contributors to the project success.
• Selina Fraser
Director at Luminous Search

May 30, 2016, Dorina was a client of Selina’s

I had the pleasure of working with Dorina having placed her on a contract role working as a
Senior Business Analyst she was described by the client as one of the most experienced
consultants within her field that they had worked alongside. Dorina is a professional individual
with strong work ethics, determination and drive, it would be my pleasure to have the
opportunity to work with her again in the future. Any Recruiter seeking a talented BA I suggest
you contact Dorina.
• Dimitrios Mandekis
Co-Founder at Ingenious Solutions

May 8, 2016, Dorina worked with Dimitrios in the same group

Dorina is a great colleague to work with.
A strong, flexible personality combined with great analysis skills brings specs up to the point
making the life of the developer as smooth as possible.
She has the ability to prepare things in a way that not only ease development but contributes to
the testing eforts aferwards.
She is a team player and always willing to help in every situation.
It was really fun working with her.
• Antonio Perez
BI Backend/Frontend developer at International Post Corporation
April 12, 2016, Dorina worked with Antonio in the same group

Dorina is a an excellent business analyst and I am sure she will be a valuable addition to any
company.
• Vincent Rogister
Delivery Manager at Elips

November 26, 2013, Vincent was a client of Dorina’s

Dorina is very customer satisfaction oriented. She covers her own domain of analysis and all
impacted domain she identifies. She's very eficient.
• Xavier Brichard
Corporate Marketing Value Proposition - Director at AXA

October 27, 2013, Xavier was a client of Dorina’s

Dorina is a result-oriented business analyst, with a creative spirit and a strong will to provide
added value to his client. I recommend Dorina if you ambition results on time.
• Nidal Amer
IT Architect at AXA Belgium

September 30, 2013, Dorina worked with Nidal in the same group

I worked with Dorina on an extranet project, where she was the business analyst and me the
architect.
I found the approach of Dorina original and eficient to put order in the business requirements,
find generic and reusable patterns and drive the requirement workshops to conclusions.
I believe Dorina is well prepared to manage complex tasks and to handle work pressure.
• Noel Everaert
IT Senior Consultant (Coord, PM, BA)

December 27, 2011, Dorina worked with Noel in the same group

From our collaboration at European Commission I can insure that Dorina have a huge theoretical
background and can applied it very quickly, she is well organized, have very good analytical
skills, writes clear specifications, can prepare and perform the acceptance testing of an
applications and not the less: you can trust her to follow the project from begin to successful end.
• Luigi Belli
Project Manager, Author, Trainer

December 21, 2011, Dorina was senior to Luigi but didn’t manage directly

Dorina is a brilliant analyst, open-minded and very well organized.
Her commitment at identifying exact business requirements and to follow-up stakeholders
regularly are some of the skills she masters and which I have appreciated most when we had the
pleasure to working together.
She was always present and ready to discuss with the team the various aspects of the project
(from development issues to acceptance and deployment), and she helped out at dealing with
some managerial issues applying well-known methodologies and with the needed flexibility.
• Karim El Founas
IT Project Manager at European Commission
December 11, 2011, Karim was a client of Dorina’s

• Lucie Kroemer

Account Executive

December 8, 2011, Dorina worked with Lucie in the same group

Dorina has a large experience in Business & Functional Analysis for EDMS projects. Thanks to this
expertise, it's not a problem for her to arrive on a project which is in failure and to change it in a
successful project.
Dorina is also somebody you can trust and rely on. She is happy to share knowledge &
experience.. always with a nice smile and good humor !
• Phil Bowker
Scrum Master at Royal Bank of Canada

December 8, 2011, Dorina worked with Phil in the same group

As part of my responsibilities at the European Commission DG RTD, I required an understanding
of certain systems and processes operational at that time. Dorina was the functional expert for
this area. She was approachable, knowledgable and able to quickly tailor her explanation of
complex business processes to my context.

She was of great assistance during technical studies for which I was responsible, providing
business and functional background.
I would be very happy to work with Dorina again and am glad to take this opportunity to
recommend her work.
• Remi Chan-Mane
Project manager at DG Competition

December 4, 2011, Dorina worked with Remi in the same group

I would recommend Dorina for IT any job domain without hesitaion.Having worked with her, I
noticed her willingness to achieve high quality of work, with competence and rigor.Dorina kept a
very positive attitude with every person to whom she had contact with.
• Marcello Schiavo
IT PM at European Commission

September 11, 2008, Marcello managed Dorina directly

Dorina has shown a high level of commitment and education background which enables her to
handle any key concept in sofware analysis. She promptly finds solutions and informs constantly
the hierarchy. She looks to be strong enough to face any challenge that a possible work
partnership will propose to her in the future.
• Sorin Gancea
Manager of Application Engineer Team at SoluM Europe GmbH (a Samsung invested company)
January 8, 2008, Sorin was a client of Dorina’s

Dorina provided an excellent package of services, in her Business Analyst area. She was able to
identify, in a professional manner, the business users needs, in a creative way. Based on her
recommendations the project costs were reduced, also the time plan was respected, even if the
time plan hadn't no bufer. Because of its high importance and impact for our customer, the
project had a huge pressure and criticity, but Dorina was able to guide the activities, in her area
of responsibility in such a manner that assured the best results, in accordance with the project
plan and budget.
• Florin Adrian
Computer Sofware Consultant and Contractor
September 20, 2007, Florin managed Dorina directly

Dorina proved herself an experienced Java developer (among other technical skills), capable of
sustained efort. Her people skills are very good and she always gets what she wants.
• Mick Kok
Management Consultant/Projectcoordinator
May 17, 2007, Mick was a client of Dorina’s

I'd like to describe Dorina as a woman "in charge"! That 's according to me all to be said about
her!
• Wim Martens
CEO at Wayfare

April 19, 2007, Wim was a client of Dorina’s

I worked with Dorina for more than a year. Dorina has proven to be able to learn the requested
skills in a very short time. She has a strong drive to realize the requested work within time and
budget. She has a very open personality and therefore she is open to her environment. It was a
pleasure to have her on the team
• Florian Comanescu
Deployment Center Manager, People Manager, IBM TEC Romania Leader

April 19, 2007, Dorina worked with Florian in the same group

organized, hard working, focused
• Adrian Blidarus
Managing Partner at Sofelligence

April 18, 2007, Adrian managed Dorina directly

Dorina is a hard-working, detail oriented Java Developer. She also prove to be a fast-learner and
she did a good clean job during working on a complicated project.
• Marian Edu
Looking for consulting work: OpenEdge/Node.js/Java/BI/EDW
April 18, 2007, Marian managed Dorina directly

Dorina combines exceptional technical skills with strong communications skills and was one of
the nicest people to work with. She is a great resource, provides valuable information for others,
and is very responsive to inquiries. Strongly recommend.

